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ABS'l'RACT 

This investigation was designed to measure, using c14, the 

dissimilation of added plant tissue in soil and to study the effect of 

these additions upon the mineralisation of native soil organic matter. 

Oat plants were uniformly labeled by growth in an atmosphere enriched 

with c14o2• A biosynthesis chamber, built from ordinary laboratory 

equipment, was used for the labeling of plants. To facilitate uni

form labeling, the net assimilation of cl4o2 was measured by tracing 

the changes in radioactivity in the atmosphere of the chamber. 

At the end of the 35 day labeling period, 98.7% of the 

released radioactivity was recovered in the plant and soil system. 

Eighty six percent of this was retained in the above-ground parts of 

the plants. Dry sieving and hand picking removed 54% of the labeled 

root material from the soil. Subsequent incubation of this soil showed 

a rapid mineralisation (86%) of the unrecovered labeled material. 

The addition of 1% (22.6 tons/ha or 10 tons/acre) labeled oat 

straw to a Chernozemic (Oxbow) and to a Grey vJooded (Waitville) soil 

resulted in a markedly accelerated mineralisation of native organic 

matter ("priming effect"), especially during the initial two weeks of 

incubation. 

The amount of organic matter lost due to priming, after 222 

days of incubation, was quite considerable. Thus, 34% and 58% more 

native soil carbon was mineralized from the amended Oxbow and Waitville 

soils than from the respective unamended soils. The priming effect 

tapered off earlier in the Waitville than in the Oxbow soil. This 
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difference in duration of priming and in the susceptibility towards 

priming is evidence of a more rapid turnover of humus in the Grey 

1.J:ooded soil. 

Isotopic measurements showed that the extent of plant tissue 

mineralisation was essentially equal in both soils. A comparison of 

tracer and non-tracer techniques revealed that non-isotopic methods of 

evaluation considerably over-estimated (in some cases up to 27%) the 

extent of plant residue mineralisation in soil. 

A radioactivity balance sheet for the incubated soils showed 

that either the direct measurement of c14o2 evolved or the indirect 

determination by measuring the amount of c14 retained in soil, were 

reliable in estimating the amount of plant residues decomposed in soil 

after extended incubation periods. 

The large quantities of mineral nitrogen, measured after 65 

days of incubation, indicated that most of the humus-N mineralized 

during the initial period of strong priming was derived from the 

nitrogen-rich fraction of hydrolysable humus. 

It was concluded that, on a short-term basis, the dynamics of 

soil organic matter turnover in an organically amended soil represent 

in essence an exchange of carbon in the hydrolysable or ttactive" soil 

humus. The large amount of soil carbon lost initially due to priming 

was offset by the occurrence of a plant carbon 11 sparing" effect during 

the later stages of incubation. Thus, the priming effect of added 

plant tissues did not result in a net loss of total soil carbon. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Although carbon constitutes very little of the total mass of 

the crust of the earth, it represents the major component of all the 

natural organic substances. In its barest outlines, the carbon cycle 

revolves about co2 , its fixation and regeneration. Autotrophic 

organisms utilize this gas as their carbon source, and the carbonaceous 

matter thus synthesized serves to supply higher animals and hetero

trophic microorganisms with pre-formed organic carbon. Upon the death 

of the plant or the animal, microbial metabolism assumes the dominant 

roll in the cyclic sequence. In the absence of microbial transforma

tions the available supply of this plant nutrient would rapidly become 

exhausted. Some of the carbon from the dead tissues undergoing decay 

is transformed into microbial cells and a vast, heterogeneous array of 

carbonaceous compounds known collectively as humus, or as the soil 

organic fraction. Humus in soils of a temperate climate represents a 

complex spectrum of recalcitrant organic compounds of relatively high 

molecular weight. The cycle is completed and carbon is made available 

with the final decomposition and production of co2 from humus and the 

rotting tissues. 

A better understanding of the dynamics of soil organic matter 

is required to make possible a more accurate interpretation of the 

transformations of carbon and of nitrogen in the soil. A better know

ledge of these transformations would then help considerably in assess

ing the immediate and the long-term contribution of humus to soil 

fertility. 
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Until the use of radioisotopes was introduced to soil 

research it was impossible to determine accurately the effect of crop 

residue additions on the turnover of soil humus and the immediate 

contribution of added organic matter to the fertility level of the 

soil. Without tracers it was not possible to differentiate between 

C02 originating from the mineralisation of added plant residues and 

C02 evolved from the breakdown of indigenous soil organic matter. In 

recent years c14 labeled plant material has been used in incubation 

experiments, and several European and American workers have shown the 

occurrence of an enhanced breakdown of soil humus due to plant tissue 

additions ( 11priming"). 

The application of carbon dating techniques to soil organic 

matter studies with Prairie soils has provided valuable information 

concerning the long-term turnover of soil humus, and of the various 

fractions thereof. To complete the picture of the dynamics of soil 

organic matter the carbon dating investigations must be complemented 

by high-level tracer experiments using uniformly labeled plant material 

such that turnover rates on a short-term basis can be studied. The 

objectives of this study, therefore, were: 

(a) to label plants uniformly with carbon-14, by means of an 

apparatus which was built from ordinary laboratory equipment, 

(b) to measure the decomposition of labeled plant tissue (green 

manure) in two pedologically different soils and to study the 

effect of these plant tissue additions upon the mineralisation 

of indigenous organic matter. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIE\.V 

2.1 The labeling of plant material with carbon-14 

The use of isotopes as tracers is unquestionably one of the 

significant advances in science, and one which will continue to 

contribute greatly to agricultural and biological research. Carbon-14 

has proven to be a useful tracer-isotope in plant and soil research, 

especially in soil humus studies. 

The diverse organic molecules in living plants can be 

labeled with radiocarbon only by means of biosynthesis. Photosynthesis 

in detached leaves has been found to be an easy way of labeling plant 

tissue (72). However, its usefulness is limited since only the 

primary products of photosynthesis will carry significant amounts of 

the label (15). Labeled carbon has also been introduced into the 

plant via the roots and "dark fixation" of dissolved c14-carbonates 

(33), rather than by assimilation of gaseous c14o2 via the leaves. 

The most common approach towards production of radiocarbon 

labeled plant material is to utilize intact higher plants for the 

assimilation of c14o2 in a closed system. The labeling procedures 

used in this approach differ in the length of time during which the 

plants are exposed to a c14o2 enriched atmosphere and in the extent to 

which the environmental growth factors can be controlled. 

Plants can readily be grown for a short time in an atmo

sphere of c14 so that all the constituents become labeled. Fouro2 
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basically different types of apparatus for short-term labeling of 

plants have been developed: 

(a) A small glass cylinder with a side arm for gas generation 

has proven useful for labeling of a single plant (85). 

(b) Modified COz-chambers (12), bell jars on ground-glass 

plates (29) and large reagent bottles (101) have been used 

successfully for the labeling of a small number of plants 

in a laboratory or greenhouse. 

(c) Large glazed boxes, sealed from above by glass boxes of the 

same dimensions, have been utilized in the labeling of 

large amounts of plant material in the greenhouse (18). 

(d) Plastic bags have been employed for the labeling of single 

large plants in the field. The bags were attached to the 

base of the plants by means of rubber tubing and sealed 

with painters clay (80) or plasticine (97). Each bag was 

fitted with a valve for connection to the c14o2 generator. 

The devices used in the short-term labeling of whole plants 

are efficient, inexpensive and easy to operate. However, their use

fulness in the production of labeled plant material for soil organic 

matter studies is seriously limited because the plant tissue obtained 

is not uniformly labeled. Due to the short time of exposure to cl4o2 , 

large variations in the specific activities of the different plant 

components are found (25). The primary products of photosynthesis, 

such as sugars, organic acids and amino acids, contain the majority of 
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the incorporated tracer. A much lower percentage is contained in the 

more complex secondary products, such as cellulose and lignin (78, 85, 

101). 

Short-term labeled plants can be used in soil humus and 

decomposition studies, only if the discrete plant constituents are 

isolated and used separately. Even the separate use of such plant 

constituents may present problems. Sauerbeck (78) points out that 

after short exposure to c14o2 the label may not be randomly distributed 

within certain plant constituents and thus uniform labeling of the 

individual fractions is questionable. 

A uniform labeling of the plant material is an absolute 

prerequisite, when unfractionated labeled plants are used in the study 

of transformations of soil organic matter (78, 89). Since the more 

resistant parts of plants, such as cellulose and lignin, are thought 

to be important in the formation of humus it is necessary that these 

fractions carry the same specific activity as the water-soluble fraction 

of the plant. Furthermore, the uniformity of labeling should be such 

that the percentage distribution of carbon-14 is the same at the 

various carbon positions in the molecule of specific organic compounds 

(83). 

Uniformly labeled plant material can be obtained only by 

growing the entire plant for almost its whole growth period in an 

atmosphere containing COz with a constant specific activity. This 

requires the growth of the plants in a closed system, which, in turn, 

requires an accurate and reliable control of the plant environmental 
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factors within the unit. 

Growth chambers of various sizes fulfilling these require

ments have been in use for some time. The construction and design of 

several, independently developed, large biosynthesis chambers of the 

permanently fixed type is described in detail by a number of authors 

(3, 83, 89). These industrial-scaled chambers resemble a small 

greenhouse and are equipped with automatic control mechanisms to 

record and regulate temperature, humidity, co2 concentration, radio

carbon concentration, gas pressure, gas circulation, lighting and 

supply of the nutrient solution. This type of unit is costly to erect 

and operate and therefore it is best suited for large research centers, 

where a continuous demand for great amounts of labeled plant material 

justifies the expense. 

For use as a tracer in soil organic matter studies small 

amounts of highly radioactive plant material are more useful than 

large samples of lower specific activity. This has led to the develop

ment of a number of relatively small and less expensive biosynthesis 

chambers, which are mobile and can be easily operated (38, 76, 79). 

Plants such as rapeseed, barley, oats, rye, wheat, beans, 

corn, sunflower, tobacco, alfalfa and several types of grasses, have 

been grown successfully from the seedling stage to maturity in an 

at mosphere con · c14o2' · o ypes or un~·ts. Adett a~n~ng· ~n b th t a~·1ed 

description of the labeling procedures used is omitted in this review, 

since these procedures vary with different types of biosynthesis 

chambers. What is important, however, are the experiences gained by 
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the investigators. These have helped to establish benchmarks, which 

should be considered in the planning and operation of any long-term 

labeling experiment. 

For simplicity of operation, most workers, especially those 

using large growth chambers, prefer to grow the plants in hydroponic 

culture. The use of soil creates two problems: maintaining constant 

specific activity because soil-borne co2 is being evolved continuously, 

and recovery of roots at harvest. 

The total quantity and concentration of COz in the biosyn

thesis chamber is the variable which requires the closest attention. 

Higher concentrations than that normally found in the atmosphere (0.03%) 

will accelerate the photosynthetic process. The upper limit is by no 

means fixed, since the COz tolerance of plants varies from species to 

species. Scully et al. (83) reported detrimental effects upon alfalfa, 

maintained for a few weeks at 0.20~ co2 , while Jenkinson (38) observed 

good growth with ryegrass at COz levels up to 1.5% and could not detect 

any abnormalities. A decrease below the natural co2 concentration will 

effectively lower the assimilation rate. Scully ~ al. (83) found 

that under optimum light conditions the *'compensation-point concentra

tionfl for most plant species is 0.003% co2• At this point the rate of 

co2 fixation is equivalent to the rate of co2 respiration. Irrespec

tive of season and plant species used, 0.10% and 0.01% co2 are now 

generally accepted as the upper and lower limits for long-term 

labeling. 
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The desired level of specific activity of the plant 

material (usually expressed asJQc/g plant carbon) is another important 

factor in long-term labeling. This level varies considerably from 

experiment to experiment depending on the objective. According to 

Scharpenseel (79) a specific activity of at least 4)lc/g plant carbon 

is considered to be the threshold value in soil biochemical research. 

For humus studies that require complicated and detailed fractionation 

Scharpenseel and Menke (81) recommend specific activities of 30-100 

)lC/g plant carbon. 

The possibility of radiation damage to the plant tissue must 

be considered in the production of plant material with such high 

specific activities. It has been the major objective of several 

research programs to establish the concentration of c14 that causes 

abnormal plant behaviour. These investigations are complicated 

because the relative radiation sensitivity varies not only from one 

plant species to another but also from one organ to another within 

the same plant. In the course of culturing various plants as much as 

a tenfold difference in species sensitivity to radiocarbon has been 

observed by Scully et ~· (83). 

Sauerbeck and Fuhr (78) found that it is not possible to 

raise small grains to maturity at activities above 300)lc/g carbon. 

In an effort to find a plant which is quite insensitive to the beta 

rays of c14, even at very high specific activities, they tried to grow 

several different plants (e.g. soybeans, kidney beans, rapeseed, 

sunflowers and corn) at a specific activity of lOOOJlc/g carbon. 
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All plants showed symptoms of radiation injur.y. The only plant found 

to make good initial growth was corn. None of the plants tested 

could be brought to maturity. 

2.2 The decomposition of organic residues added to soil 

The organic residues in soil are derived from a number of 

sources such as plant remains, animal excretions, organic fertilizers, 

pesticides and industrial soil conditioners. The microorganisms and 

soil fauna which feed on the added residues also make significant 

contributions to the supply of fresh tissues available for decom

position. Plant residues in soils of the temperate zone amount to 

roughly 1.5-2.0 tons of dry matter per acre per year. Microorganisms 

supply about 0.75 tons and the soil fauna contributes up to 0.15 tons 

per year (24). 

The diversity of plant materials that enter the soil 

presents to the soil population a variety of substances which are 

both physically and chemically heterogeneous. 

The plant constituents undergo five major transformations 

during decomposition and soil humus formation ( 108) :, 

(1) Hydrolysis of the large molecular polysaccharides, proteins, 

nucleic acids, oils and waxes under the action of extra

cellular enzymes to simple sugars, amino acids, nucleotides, 

aliphatic acids and alcohols. Simultaneously, lignin and 
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tannin undergo a slow oxidative breakdown to smaller 

aromatic molecules. 

(2) The intracellular breakdown of the small molecular products 

from stage (1) to co2 , water and inorganic salts. 

(3) The metabolic synthesis of microbial cells and faunal 

tissues. 

(4) The formation of relatively stable soil organic matter as a 

result of: (a) the accumulation of the more resistant 

residues of plants, microorganisms and soil fauna, and 

(b) the recombination and polymerisation of certain 

intermediate decomposition products from stage (1). 

(5) The slow decomposition of humus to co2 , water and inorganic 

salts. 

Thus, two major decomposition processes occur simultan

eously in soil--the breakdown of fresh organic substrates and the 

decomposition of humus. By definition, "humusfl is a complex mixture 

of amorphic and colloidal substances arising from modified plant 

materials and synthesized microbial tissue (93). 

The rapidity with which a given substrate is oxidized 

depends upon its chemical composition and the physical and chemical 

conditions in the surrounding soil environment. Temperature, oxygen 

supply, pH, and available nutrients (especially N, P and S) are the 

main environmental factors (1, 21, 62). The age of the plants, their 

lignin content, and their degree of physical disintegration, when 
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added to soil, will also affect the decomposition rate. A change in 

any of the environmental factors will also alter the species 

composition of the active microflora. 

Nitrogen is a major nutrient for microbial growth, hence it 

greatly affects organic matter breakdown. Plant tissues always 

contain some nitrogen but its availability and amount vary greatly. 

If the nitrogen content of the plant material is high and the plant-N 

is in an easily accessible form, then the active microflora can 

satisfy its needs from this source. On the other hand, plant residues, 

poor in nitrogen, may have slow decomposition rates and carbon 

mineralisation will be stimulated by supplemental nitrogen. 

From the results of most decomposition studies (61, 68, 75, 

106) it can be concluded that plant materials with intermediate 

nitrogen contents, between 1.2 and 1.8% (equivalent to C/N ratios of 

37.5 and 25.0 to 1), tend to have no net effect on the level of 

mineral nitrogen during microbial decomposition. Although ammonia 

may be taken up initially it is released later. 

In soils with a good nitrogen supply, resulting from a high 

organic matter content and an active microflora, the decomposition of 

plant residues with wide C/N ratios is not necessarily accelerated 

when fertilizer-N is added. Newton (58) did not obtain a significant 

response in co2 evolution due to additions of mineral nitrogen to 

three Prairie soils amended with wheat straw. In another study of the 

influence of nitrogen on the decomposition of crop residues in 

Prairie soils, Lueken, Hutcheon and Paul (49) could not find that a 
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lack of nitrogen inhibited the breakdown of the added residues. 

The addition of fertilizer-N caused a net reduction of the total 

carbon evolved over a long period of time. 

However, several other workers (2, 65, 69, 102) have shown 

that the rate of decomposition and the carbon retention in a normal 

soil is determined primarily by the chemical nature of the plant 

materials added, while the nitrogen level is of secondary importance. 

To investigate the effect of the chemical composition of 

plants upon their decomposition in soil, many workers have fraction

ated plant residues and then studied, separately, the decomposition 

of various plant components in soil. 

Cellulose, a long-chain polymer of glucose, constitutes, 

in general, the most abundant component of plant tissues. It is 

broken down by extracellular enzymes of microorganisms, which cleave 

the ;1-1,4-glucoside linkages (28). In soil, cellulose is rapidly 

decomposed by many groups of soil inhabitants, such as aerobic and 

anaerobic mesophilic bacteria, thermophilic bacteria, filamentous 

fungi, basidiomycetes, actinomycetes, protozoa, amoebae and lower 

animals (1). Fungi seem to be the more prominent cellulose decomposers 

in humid soils, especially in forest litter, while the cellulolytic 

activity of bacteria is of greater significance in semi-arid 

regions (1). 

The hemicelluloses are a group of water-insoluble poly

saccharides containing two distinct types of polymers of sugars and 

uronic acids: the polyuronides and the cellulosans (93). When plant 
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residues are added to soil, the hemicellulose fraction disappears 

more rapidly than cellulose (59). f.!J.ore microbial species are actively 

decomposing hemicelluloses than celluloses (1). Norman (59) claimed 

that fungi are the main agents of hemicellulose degradation, whereas 

the bacteria, as a class, are not as effective although many hemi

cellulolytic bacteria have been isolated from soil, manure and 

decomposing straw. The hemicellulose decomposers often synthesize 

new hemicelluloses in the form of excretion products, capsules and cell 

wall constituents. These hemicelluloses of microbial origin can then 

be recycled as a significant part of the active soil organic fraction 

(108). 

Another important constituent of crop residues is lignin. 

Due to its resistance to enzymatic degradation, the decomposition of 

lignin proceeds at a rate much slower than that observed for all other 

plant components. Little is known about the sequence of reactions 

which lignin undergoes during its decomposition in soil. It has been 

shown, however, that the biological decomposition of lignin involves 

the release of simple phenolic compounds. Under natural conditions, 

fungi and yeasts are probably the main groups of organisms responsible 

for lignin decomposition, although a large number of ligninolytic 

bacteria have recently been isolated from soils (90, 98). The 

phenolic compounds, formed during the decomposition of lignin in soil, 

may be further degraded with rupture of the aromatic ring or they may 

undergo recombination with nitrogenous compounds and enter certain 

fractions of soil humus (108). 
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The water-soluble fraction contains the least resistant 

plant components (such as simple sugars, amino acids and aliphatic 

acids) and it is therefore the first to be metabolized. The ability 

to utilize these compounds is widespread among the soil microflora. 

However, zymogenous organisms dominate in the breakdown of this 

water-soluble fraction, due to their high rate of multiplication in 

response to the addition of easily fermentable substances to soil. 

This temporary flush of microbial activity is indicated by the rapid 

increase in microbial numbers and co2 evolution during the first seven 

days of decomposition. 

The ether and alcohol-soluble fraction of plant residues 

contains small amounts of fats, oils, waxes, resins and pigments. 

Fats, oils and waxes are readily decomposed by numerous groups of soil 

microorganisms, mainly bacteria, with lipolytic activity. Resins and 

pigments seem to be more resistant to microbial degradation in soil. 

Simonart, Mayaudon and Batistic (87) found the decomposition of leaf 

pigments in soil to be much slower than that of cellulose or hemi

cellulose. 

The bulk of the nitrogenous constituents of plant residues 

are proteins. These are easily decomposed by a great number of soil 

microorganisms which synthesize extracellular, proteolytic enzymes 

for the stepwise degradation of proteins to peptones, peptides and 

finally to amino acids. 

The inorganic portion of the soil has a profound effect 

upon proteolysis. Recently, it has been shown that clays may 
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effectively increase the rate of decomposition of organic nitrogen 

compounds by adsorption of the proteinaceous substrate and by 

adsorption and activation of extracellular, proteolytic enzymes 

(22, 54). 

Since the content of plant-available, inorganic nitrogen 

in a soil rarely exceeds 2-3% of the total soil nitrogen (7) and 

since the free amino acid content is small (63) it is obvious that 

the bulk of the amino acids, released during protein hydrolysis, is 

rapidly mineralized by soil microorganisms and utilized by growing 

plants (37). Part of the amino-N, retained in soil, is temporarily 

immobilized in microbial protoplasm, while the remainder enters the 

nitrogen-rich, hydrolysable portion of soil humus (95). 

2.3 The decomposition of native soil organic matter 

Maintenance of soil organic matter at a satisfactory 

level in cultivated soils is generally recognized as one of the 

major problems of agriculture. The importance of humus in soil 

fertility can hardly be overestimated. Humus improves the soil 

structure, increases the water-holding, buffer, and exchange capa

city, and serves as a storehouse of nutrients for plant growth and 

microbial development. The slow microbial decomposition of humus 

leads to the gradual release of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur 

and other elements. Although this mineralisation process is a 

prerequisite for plant growth, it can considerably reduce the amount 
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of humus left in the soil. It has been calculated, from field data, 

that about 2 to 5% of the carbon present in humus can be mineralized 

per year (1). Since humus is not a homogeneous substance, but a 

complex mixture of different organic components, it is not decomposed 

11in toto", and the energy derived from it is not liberated at once. 

Just as the chemical nature of humus depends on the 

composition of the plant residues from which it was formed, the 

microorganisms involved in its formation, and the environmental con

ditions, the process of humus decomposition also depends on a number 

of different factors. The major factors governing humus decomposition 

are the level and composition of humus, climatic and soil conditions, 

and the nature of the active microorganisms (46). 

Winogradsky (109) proposed the concept of the 

ttautochthonoustt soil microflora as being a group of "organismes 

humicoles", which are especially adapted to the slow utilization of 

humic substances. This group of organisms forms the predominant part 

of the microflora when a soil has reached the stage of biological 

equilibrium. By direct microscopic observation he discovered 

spherical bacteria (cocci) in a soil, which had not received organic 

residues for a prolonged period of time (3-6 years). These 

observations in the soil were confirmed by experiments with humates 

on silica-gel plates. 

Hore recently, the investigations of several other workers 

have definitely proven that the capability to decompose humic 

substances is not restricted to a small group of bacteria, but is 
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found in a 1~de range of soil organisms, including many types of 

bacteria, fungi, actinomycetes and even protozoa (13, 23, 82, 103). 

Some of the more prominent members of the autochthonous soil 

microflora, which have been isolated and studied individually, were 

recently discussed by Mathur (52). The relative importance of the 

three main groups of soil microorganisms in humus degradation is, in 

all likelihood, in the following decreasing order: bacteria, fungi, 

and actinomycetes (60). 

In most investigations on the problem of utilization of 

humic substances by microorganisms it was found that the growth of 

autochthonous organisms on humic acid, as a sole source of carbon 

and nitrogen, was extremely slow and that most organisms utilized 

humic acid primarily as a source of nitrogen. While some used it as 

a source of carbon and nitrogen equally, very few organisms used it 

primarily as a source of carbon (52). The addition of easily 

decomposable substances, such as glucose, to the humic acid media 

increased the utilization of humic substances considerably. However, 

no single microorganism has been found to be capable of degrading 

soil humic acids completely. 

Mixed cultures were found to be more efficient in humus 

utilization than pure cultures. This indicates that a great number 

of different enzymes have to be active to accomplish a significant 

degradation of substances as heterogeneous and complex as humic acids. 

The great resistance of humic substances towards 

microbial decomposition was generally thought to be due to: 
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(a) the close binding of humus to clay minerals by various 

physico-chemical forces and 

(b) the formation of organa-mineral gels from organic matter 

and metal ions (56). 

However, recent studies on the persistence of humic substances in 

soil indicate that the stabilizing effect of clays and metal ions 

upon humus has often been overestimated in the pa&t. Swaby and Ladd 

(100) found humic acids from Australian soils to be very resistant to 

decomposition, despite the absence of protective lignin°rclays, or 

large amounts of metal ions. Campbell (14) used the carbon-dating 

method of analysis to determine the age of various fractions of humus 

from the A-horizon of several Prairie soils. The "mobile 11 humic acids 

of a Chernozemic soil (Melfort) were found to have a mean residence 

time of 785 years, which proves that certain free humic substances are 

very resistant to microbial decomposition. "JYlobiletl humic acids are 

said to constitute that fraction of humic acids which is not closely 

associated with clay, calcium or sesquioxides. 

The resistance of humic acids is probably due to their 

peculiar molecular structure, which is thought to be a three-dimension

al co-polymer consisting of many different amino acid, phenol, and 

quinone units irregularly cross-linked by strong covalent bonds and by 

numerous hydrogen bonds and van dar Waals forces (100). The nature of 

soil humus is such that it requires innumerable extra-cellular 

enzymes from many different microorganisms to dissemble the complex 

humic molecules piece by piece. This indicates that the acceleration 
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of the slow process of humus decomposition, commonly observed after 

addition of fresh plant residues to soil, is due to a flush in 

microbial activity with an increased production of various extra-

cellular enzymes (92, 99). 

The results of carbon-dating analyses of soil organic 

matter have revealed that the different fractions of soil humus, 

such as fulvic acid, hum.ic acid and humin, differ greatly in their 

mean residence time (14, 66); hence they must also differ in their 

relative resistance to microbial attack. Various workers, using 

labeled plant residues and N15 enriched fertilizers (18, 34, 37, 39, 

50, 53, 84, 95), have obtained results which indicate that most of 

the decomposing plant residue, when converted to humus, enters first 

the hydrolysable portion of fulvic acids, humic acids and humins. 

This was substantiated by Campbell's (14) carbon-dates of various 

fractions obtained upon hydrolysis. The hydrolysate of humic acids 

from a Chernozemic soil (Melfort) showed a mean residence time of 

only 25 years, while the total humic acid dated 1235 years. This 

hydrolysate contained 7% of the total organic carbon and 16% of the 

total soil nitrogen. 

Calculations, using the results from carbon dating (14), 

have shown that the humic acid hydrolysate accounted for 65% of the 

total carbon and about 80% of the total nitrogen released per annum 

from the soil humus. Tracer experiments using labeled plant residues 

14have produced similar results. Jenkinson (41) added uniformly c

labeled ryegrass to a Broadbalk loam and found that after 4 years of 
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incubation in the field the humus hydrolysate contained 63% of the 
14

labeled carbon left in the soil. In a decomposition study with C 

labeled barley straw Sorensen (91) observed the highest specific 

activity in the fraction containing the amino acids. These amino 

acids had entered the humic acid fraction and were released upon acid 

hydrolysis. 

In a 6-year pot experiment with oats and N15 enriched 

fertilizers Jansson (37) determined the removal or net mineralisation 

of residual fertilizer-N 1~ich had been transformed into organic 

substances. This organically-bound fertilizer-N was concentrated in 

the acid hydrolysate and it was found to have an approximate half-life 

of 20 to 29 years. 

Further evidence for this "active" fraction of organic soil 

nitrogen was produced by Stewart, Porter and Johnson (95). They 

observed that about three times as much fertilizer-N15 went into the 

amino fraction during immobilization than into the hydrolysable-NH4 

and the non-hydrolysable-N fractions combined. In another study they 

measured the extent to which fertilizer-N15, immobilized during 

decomposition of straw, became available for plants. Approximately 

75% of the nitrogen taken up by the plants was derived from the 

amino-N of the humus hydrolysate (94). 

The investigations with carbon-dating methods and tracer 

techniques have presented substantial evidence for a new concept of 

the dynamics of soil organic matter: the hydrolysable portion of 

soil humus represents the ''nutritive" or "activett part of humus. 
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This relatively small fraction of the total humus, which has a lower 

C/N ratio and a higher amino nitrogen content than any other humus 

fraction, is very susceptible to microbial decomposition and thus it 

is continually subjected to a rapid turnover during which it releases 

large amounts of nutrients, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur, 

etc. Except for this small fraction, the major portion of soil humus 

is extremely resistant to microbial attack and does not contribute 

significantly to soil fertility on an annual basis. 

2.4 The effect of plant residue additions on the decomposition of 

native soil organic matter 

It has been commonly observed that the addition of 

undecomposed organic materials, such as green manures or straw, to 

a soil strongly accelerates microbial activity and thus it must 

necessarily affect all the organic matter present in soil prior to 

the addition of plant residues (native soil organic matter). Although 

numerous experiments on the decomposition of added plant residues in 

soil have been conducted in the past, very little systematic study of 

the influence of these additions on humus mineralisation could be done 

before the use of isotopes was introduced to agricultural research. 

From their elaborate decomposition studies Finck and his co-workers 

(2, 67, 69) drew the conclusion, that the accelerating effect of 

plant residue additions was so small that it could not be detected by 

nonisotopic methods. They further concluded that at rates of addition 
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corresponding to field practices the effect of green manures on the 

oxidation of soil humus is only of minor practical importance. 

This view was strongly opposed by the conclusions which 

several other workers derived from experiments without tracers (47, 

70, 107). 

~·vith the development of tracer techniques and the use of 

uniformly c13, cl4 or Nl5 labeled plant material, it has become 

possible to measure accurately the decomposition of native soil 

organic matter concurrently with the decomposition of added fresh 

plant material. This gave great impetus to systematic studies of 

the effect of organic residue additions upon the decomposition of 

soil humus. The first tracer investigation was reported in 1946 by 

Broadbent and Norman (11), who found that the mineralisation of soil 

organic matter was greatly accelerated by the addition of 1 and 2% 

13of c labeled Sudan grass. The conclusions drawn by these workers 

were not generally accepted because they were derived from short-term 

incubation studies and because their findings were in disagreement 

with the long-established idea that green manuring helps to build up 

soil organic matter. Numerous subsequent tracer investigations by a 

number of workers, using labeled plant tissue (9, 10, 20, 30, 31, 43, 

77, 91), fractions thereof (4, 18, 45) or labeled glucose (16, 36, 

51) have clearly established that organic residue additions to soil 

cause an acceleration of the rate of humus decomposition. 

An evaluation of the results of these experiments with 

respect to the over-all gains or losses of soil carbon obtained 
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during extended periods of incubation is difficult. This is largely 

due to confusion in the pertinent literature concerning the use of 

terms such as "priming action", "priming effect" and "net loss of 

carbon". In further discussions of such results, "priming effect" 

shall refer to an accelerated loss of native soil organic matter in 

an amended soil in relation to a check soil. A "net loss of carbon" 

is obtained if the carbon content of the amended soil after incubation 

is lower than that of the incubated nonamended soil. A strong 

"priming effect" does not necessarily have to lead to a net loss of 

total carbon. A net gain of carbon can be obtained, in spite of 

considerable priming action, as long as the amount of plant carbon 

retained in the soil exceeds the loss of native soil carbon. Huch 

confusion has been created in the literature by mistaking a positive 

priming effect for a net loss of carbon in the soil. A true net loss 

of carbon, attributable to organic amendment and subsequent incubation, 

was shown only by Broadbent (9) and by Hallam and Bartholemew ( 31). 

This net loss occurred only with two soils at addition rates below 10 

tons/acre. 

Most tracer studies showed that the loss of carbon from 

plant tissue, added to mineral soils, exceeded the loss of native soil 

carbon during the early stages of incubation, in spite of the 

occurrence of a pronounced priming effect. In tracer experiments 

with amended peat soils, Stotzky and fitortensen (96) and Bingeman, Varner 

and Martin (4) showed that the converse occurs in organic soils. No 

significant priming effect was noticeable in these soils throughout 
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the duration of the incubation studies. 

The stimulating effect of plant tissue additions upon the 

humus breakdown in mineral soils is not necessarily of brief 

duration. In soils with moderate organic matter content significant 

priming was obtallled at high addition rates even after 247 days of 

incubation (31). In a soil with very little organic matter, 

Sauerbeck (77) found priming to be still effective 497 days after 

addition of small quantities of straw. 

Contrary to the opinion held by Pinck and co-workers (67, 69) 

and several other authors, Sauerbeck (77) concluded that the addition 

of inorganic nitrogen to straw did not lower the priming effect or 

increase carbon retention. This is also supported by Smith (88) who 

found that soil carbon losses could not be reduced when 800 lbs/acre 

fertilizer nitrogen were added to soil together with crop residues. 

Although an accelerated humus breakdown, attributable to 

plant tissue additions, has been demonstrated repeatedly, there are 

some reports (88, 104) that tracer investigations failed to show a 

positive priming at any time during the incubation experiment. In a 

series of incubation experiments with several different c14 labeled 

plant materials Smith (88) found that the addition of fresh plant 

tissues frequently seemed to exert a protective effect upon the native 

soil organic matter (negative priming effect). Upon addition of plant 

residues to preincubated soils he found that all amended soils had lost 

significantly less soil carbon than the nonamended check soil. This 

indication, if correct, could challenge the whole concept of 
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investigations on priming, since most of these tracer studies were 

conducted on soils which have previously been stored dry for various 

periods of time and have not undergone preincubation prior to organic 

amendment. It has been observed that repeated wetting and dr~ying of 

a soil greatly stimulates humus decomposition (5, 6). However, this 

increased breakdown of soil organic matter due to rewetting should be 

accounted for by comparing the soil carbon loss of the amended soil 

with that of the control soil. This consideration and the reportedly 

long duration of excess soil carbon mineralisation after plant 

residue additions present strong evidence for the existence of a true 

priming effect. 

In a series of field experiments with labeled ryegrass 

Jenkinson(42, 43) followed the decomposition of plant material and 

native soil organic matter under natural conditions. He found that 

the amount of labeled carbon remaining in the soil was not greatly 

influenced by the pH, the humus content or the texture of the soil. 

Contrary to the common belief that succulent plant tissues decay so 

rapidly that little is left in the soil after a few months, Jenkinson 

(43) found that 33% of the labeled carbon still remained in the soil 

after one year and 19% after four years. Throughout the long period 

of incubation the added plant carbon was less resistant to decomposi

tion than the native soil carbon. 

In an experiment designed to measure the influence of 

living plants on the decomposition of organic matter in soil (42), 

field results were obtained which show that significantly more added 
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tissue carbon is lost when the soil is kept bare than when grass is 

grown on it. This depressive effect of growing grass upon the 

mineralisation of organic matter seems to be involved in the gradual 

build-up of high humus levels in soils formed under steppe conditions 

(chernozems). 

An important factor which must be considered in all 

decomposition studies with radiocarbon is the fact that the isotopic 

distinction between C02 evolved from the native soil organic matter 

and C02 evolved from the labeled plant tissue is questionable, since 

the soil humus itself is known to become radioactive after short 

incubation periods (18, 71, 84, 91). Part of the added plant residue 

seems to be transformed into compounds similar to or even identical 

with constituents of the original soil humus. Therefore not all the 

radioactive C02 released during incubation can be attributed to the 

decomposition of the original plant residue. It appears that a large 

proportion of the radioactivity evolved during the later stages of 

incubation is of microbial origin (40, 86). 

It is very difficult to compare the results of one experiment 

with another, due to variations in soils, quantities and types of 

plant materials added and environmental conditions maintained during 

investigations on priming. Soils and organic matter differ very 

markedly in their formation and nature according to the dominant soil 

forming factors (105). Joffe (44) applied the principle of soil 

zonality to the effect of organic amendments upon native organic 

matter in various soil zones. He suggested that humus formed in one 
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soil zone may differ significantly in its susceptibility to 

decomposition from humus formed in another zone. Thus the occurrence 

and extent of priming may vary greatly in accordance with the soil 

types and the prevailing climatogenic conditions. 

However, a few general conclusions, regarding the priming 

effect, can be drawn from a critical review of the results obtained in 

incubation studies with labeled and unlabeled plant residues. There 

is no doubt that, with respect to priming, the rate of addition is of 

great importance. The investigations of several workers (10, 31, 77, 

91) have shown that additions of less than 1% organic matter (i.e. 

10 tons/acre on O.D.B.) resulted in a more pronounced priming effect 

and caused a more rapid decomposition of the added material than 

additions of more than 1%. Additions of 2% plant material or more 

always led to considerable net gains in soil carbon, even after 

extended periods of incubation. 

It has been generally observed that the priming effect is 

strongly influenced by the chemical composition of the added plant 

tissues. Plant residues with low lignin contents, which were easily 

decomposed, usually accelerated soil carbon losses more than those 

materials which were slowly decomposed. Any factor which stimulates 

the microbial activity in a soil will likewise accelerate the loss of 

native soil organic matter (99). 

The results obtained from many investigations suggest 

re-evaluation of traditional practices and crop residue additions 

particularly for humus-poor soils, where maintenance of soil organic 

matter is a necessity. 
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As long as the total carbon level of a soil, after 

organic amendments, does not decrease to a greater extent than 

without amendment, the priming action may be only considered as a 

sign of turnover within the soil organic matter pool, which might 

even be desirable. vfhen straw is incorporated into humus-rich 

Prairie soils this increased breakdown of native soil organic matter 

leads to an enhanced release of plant nutrients and thus raises the 

level of soil fertility. 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 The soils 

The two soils used in the decomposition study were taken 

from the Ap horizon of a Grey Wooded silt loam (Waitville-Orthic 

profil~ and a Black Chernozemic loam (Oxbow-Orthic profile), respec

tively. Both soils were developed on undifferentiated glacial till 

deposits (55). Some of the physical and chemical characteristics of 

thest two soils are shown in Table 1. Most of the analyses were 

conducted as outlined in Soil Chemical Analysis (35). The total 

nitrogen content was determined by the semi-micro-Kjeldahl method (8). 

The moisture holding capacity at 1/3 atm was measured with the 

porous plate suction apparatus (74). 

Both soils were free of carbonates, thus total carbon and 

organic carbon were regarded as synonymous. 

3.2 Labeling of plants 

The plant material used in this investigation was a crop 

of oats (variety ''Garry") grown in the biosynthesis chamber in an 

14atmosphere enriched with c oz. 

One-gallon glazed ceramic pots, containing 3000 g (O.D.B.) 

of Oxbow soil, were each seeded with 40 grains of oats. After 

seeding the soil was brought to field capacity and the pots were 
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Table 1. Physical and chemical properties of the Waitville and 

Oxbow soil samples 

Property Waitville Oxbow 

Sand % 

Silt % 
Clay % 

pH 

Total C % 

Organic matter % 
(ap C X 1.72) 

Total N % 

C/N ratio 

N03-N ppm 

Conductivity of 
Sat. extract in mmhos/cm 

Field capacity in % 
(at 1/3 atm) 

Permanent wilting % 

36.7 

50.4 

12.9 

6.8 

1.51 

2.60 

0.119 

12.7 

7.7 

1.08 

23.57 

40.8 

39.0 

20.2 

7.2 

3.01 

5.18 

0.256 

11.7 

8.3 

0.50 

26.90 

9.40 
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kept in the growth chamber in a normal atmosphere. Fifteen days 

after seeding the pot showing the best growth was selected for 

labeling and was transferred into the biosynthesis chamber. 

3.2.1 The biosynthesis chamber 

The top of the biosynthesis chamber (Fig. 1) consisted of 

a round plate of clear methacrylate ( ''perspex") and a rubber gasket. 

This plate was held down by an aluminum ring, which, in turn, was 

bolted to an aluminum band around a chromatography jar (61 em x 30 em 

diam) by means of 10 wing screws. The lid of this growth chamber 

contained three service inlets; two openings for circulation of the 

radioactive gas and one opening which served as connection to an out

side manometer as well as holding an electric cable for the power 

supply to a small fan mounted inside the chamber. 

A 250 ml suction flask served as a reaction vessel for the 

generation of c12o2 and c14o2• Two glass tubes were inserted in the 

rubber stopper which was wired down to the neck of the flask. One 

tube was closed with a rubber membrane (vaccine bottle cap) through 

which lactic acid and a solution of Na2c14o3 were injected by means 

of a hypodermic syringe. A 250 ml gas wash bottle containing 150 ml 

of water acted as a trap and permitted visual observation of the rate 

of gas flow. 

The radioactivity measuring device consisted of a 2000 m1 

reagent bottle closed with a large rubber stopper containing 2 small 
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openings for gas circulation and one large opening into which a 

Geiger-}1uller tube (1.4 mg/cm2 mica window, H-quenched, lfNuclear 

Chicago 11 , Type D-37) was mounted. This detector 1>1as connected to a 

binary scaler (,.Nuclear Chicago 11 , Hodel 165). 

A 250 ml gas wash bottle containing 150 ml of 1.0 N 

sodium hydroxide served as absorption vessel for purification of the 

air in the labeling system before and after each labeling run. A 

small diaphragm pump ( HNeptune Dyna-Pump 11 manufactured by Universal 

Electric Co.) provided circulation of the atmosphere throughout the 

whole labeling system. A copper coil fitted in a plastic container, 

filled with snow, served as a cooling device for the circulated air. 

All units of the labeling system were connected by plastic tubing 

("Tygon11 ) which was tightly wired to glass tubing in order to prevent 

leakage of radioactive gas. 

Four, 150 watt, floodlight lamps ("Reflector") bundled 

together two feet above the biosynthesis chamber, provided extra 

illumination to prolong the daily period of active assimilation. 

After the labeling system was completely assembled it was 

tested for gas tightness by pulling a vacuum of 15 mm Hg on the 

system and by holding this pressure deficit constant for 12 hours. 

Then a preliminary short-term labeling experiment was run with 26 

day old oat plants. The plants were set in the biosynthesis chamber 

and after the chamber was closed all air inside the labeling system 

was pulled through the co2 absorption flask for 30 minutes. Then the 

absorption flask was clamped off so that the gas flow bypassed it. 
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Thereupon, 10 ml of lactic acid (85% v/v) were slowly injected, 

through a rubber membrane, into the reaction vessel containing 200;uc 

14of c in the form of dissolved Na2c14o3• Thus the radiocarbon was 

released into the atmosphere of the labeling system as cl4o2• The 

radioactive gas was then circulated through all units of the labeling 

system. A small fan mounted onto the inside wall of the chromatography 

jar provided extra gas circulation within the plant biosynthesis 

chamber. 

Following the release of c14o2, temperature and radioactiv

ity of the atmosphere within the system were recorded at regular time 

intervals. A portable laboratory monitor ("Nuclear Chicagott, Model 

2612) was used twice daily to check all joints (rubber-glass connec

14tions) for leakage of radioactive gas. After most of the C 02 had 

been assimilated by the plants, as indicated by the decrease in 

radioactivity of the atmosphere (Appendix A), the excess c14o2 was 

absorbed in the NaOH, the biosynthesis chamber was opened, and the 

plant material was harvested. 

Essentially the same procedure was followed in the long

term labeling experiment. Initially, 200 JlC c14 were released into 

the system, then enough c12o2 was generated to bring the C02 

concentration to 0.1% (in later growth stages 0.2%). Repeated 

injections of Na2c14o3 (lOO)Uc at a time) provided a total of 1500)lc 

14c14 during 35 days of labeling. The release of c o2 was always 

followed by an injection, and generation, of c12o2• The pressure in 

the labeling system was maintained at 1.03 atm or lower, by releasing 
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excess pressure through a dispersion tube submerged in 0.5 N sodium 

hydroxide. The radiocarbon and stable carbon absorbed in the basic 

solution was later reinjected into the generation vessel and thus 

returned to the atmosphere of the labeling system. 

3.2.2 The labeled plant material 

When harvested, after 35 days of exposure to C14o2 , the 

plants had reached the late blooming stage. First the above-ground 

parts of the plants were removed, then the major portion of the root 

system was recovered from the soil by dry sieving and hand picking. 

All plant material was cut into small pieces and dried to a constant 

weight at 65°C. The dry plant material was ground in a Wiley mill 

to pass a 60 mesh screen (0.25 mm opening) and stored. The above

ground plant material contained 42.16% carbon and 1.558% nitrogen, 

which gave it a C/N ratio of 27.1 : 1. The absolute specific activity 

of this plant material was 300.62)lc/g carbon. 

3.3 Decomposition in soil and measurement of co2 

The incubation experiment, designed to study the effect of 

plant tissue additions upon the decomposition of native soil organic 

matter and to measure the decay of root residues and root exudates 

in soil, contained the following treatments: 



(1) Oxbow soil from labeling experiment, containing labeled 

root residues not removed by hand picking 

(2) Oxbow soil + 1% labeled oats (corresponding to 10 tons/acre) 

(3) Waitville soil + 1% labeled oats 

(4) Oxbow control (soil only) 

( 5) "W'aitville control (soil only) 

The duplicated treatments each contained 100 g (O.D.B.) soil, 

which had been mixed well and passed through a 2 mm sieve. The 

moisture content was maintained at field capacity and the samples 

were incubated in 500 m1 wide-mouthed Erlenmeyer flasks in a constant 

temperature room at 27°C in the dark. In treatments (2) and (3) 

1.0 g (O.D.B.) of finely ground, labeled oat leaves and stems was 

thoroughly mixed with the air-dr.y soil in the Erlenmeyer flask just 

prior to wetting. 

During the first 65 days of incubation the rate of decay 

of the organic amendments and the native soil organic matter was 

followed by measuring the evolved co2 in separate aeration trains 

(48). The C02 was collected in 0.5 N sodium hydroxide scrubbers, 

filled with "Berl Saddles" to increase the absorbing surface. The 

time intervals between measurements of co2 evolution from a given 

sample were based on the amounts of co2 evolved. Since the rate of 

decomposition decreased with time fewer measurements were necessary 

in the later stages of decay. The excess NaOH from the scrubbers was 

back titrated with standard 0.5 N hydrochloric acid after precipita

tion of the absorbed co2 with an excess of barium chloride. The 
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precipitated BaC03 was stored for subsequent determination of its 

radioactivity. 

After 65 days of incubation all samples were removed from 

the aeration trains and subsamples removed for carbon, nitrogen and 

radioactivity analyses. Then all samples were placed in the biosyn

thesis chamber, which was connected to a simplified respiration train 

to absorb all radioactive co2• After 222 days of the decomposition 

study all samples were again subsampled for analyses. 

Since the carbon dioxide evolved from all samples was 

collected in one large absorption flask during the last 157 days of 

12
incubation, it was impossible to measure directly the amounts of c 

14
and c evolved as co2 from each sample over this period of time. 

These amounts were measured indirectly by determining the carbon 

content and the total radioactivity of the soil at the end of the 

incubation period. 

3.4 Measurement of radioactivity 

The specific activity of the plant materials, the amended 

soils and the C02 evolved during incubation, was measured by counting 

Hinfinitely thick" samples of Baco of standard surface area with a3 

thin window flow counter. The counting equipment consisted of a gas 

flow detector ("Nuclear Chicago" Hodel D48) with a Micromil window, 

which was operated with '1Q-Gastt in the Geiger region at 1250 volts, 
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a decade scaler ("Nuclear Chicago" Nodel 181 A) and a dual timer 

( fiNuclear Chicago 11 Model T l). 

All samples, to be assayed for their radioactivity, were 

originally in the form of suspensions containing various amounts of 

14 12 14 12
BaC o3 , BaC o

3
, BaCl2 and NaCl, since the C o2 and C o2 formed 

either by dry combustion of plant material and amended soils or by 

respiration of incubated soils was absorbed in NaOH and later pre

cipitated as barium carbonate. In cases where the specific activity 

of the BaC03 in suspension was high, a small part of the suspension 

(usually 10 ml out of a total of 400 ml) was transferred to a glass 

beaker where standard solutions of Na2co and BaCl2 (in amounts3 

equivalent to 120 mg Bac12o3) were added in order to reduce the 

activity of the original suspension by dilution with Bac12o3 to a 

range more suitable for counting. 

Volumes of suspensions containing between 100 and 150 mg 

barium carbonate were then transferred to a special chimney funnel 

( ttNuclear Chicago 11 Model PM-5 Sample Preparation Set) and the 

precipitate was evenly plated onto porous sintered steel discs by 

filtration as outlined by Radin (73). Contamination of the porous 

steel discs with radioactive matter was prevented by placing a disc 

of glass fibre filter paper on the steel disc. The use of fibre 

glass discs proved to be superior to precoating of the steel discs 

with diatomaceous earth ("Celite 11 analytical Filter .Aid) as recom

mended by Radin (73), because it simplified and accelerated the 

filtration as well as the cleaning of used filter planchets. 
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During and after the filtration the barium carbonate was washed 

repeatedly with hot distilled water until the deposit was free of 

all chlorides. After removal of the planchet from the filter assembly 

the radioactive deposit was slowly dried in a dust-free atmosphere at 

room temperature. For counting, the air-dry planchets were set in 

copper sample pans and placed in the sample holder of the detector 

unit. In order to reduce counting errors each sample was counted 

twice for a time interval long enough to obtain at least 10,000 counts. 

The accuracy of the counting equipment was regularly checked by 

counting on c14 standards after each sample count. The background 

count varied from 18 to 25 cpm. 

After counting, the planchets were dried to constant weight 

at 105°C to determine the oven-dr,y weight of the Baco3 counted. 

Amounts of Na2c12o3 and BaC12, equal to those used for isotopic dilu

tion of samples drawn from the original suspensions, were precipitated 

and filtered onto steel planchets. The average oven-dry weight of the 

deposits on these planchets represented the amount of added stable 

BaC03 contained in all counted samples after isotopic dilution. The 

actual amount (O.D.B.) of BaC03 from the original suspension present, 

when counted, was then determined by subtracting the weight of added 

Baco3 from the total weight of barium carbonate. 

All counts were averaged and corrected for background, 

self-absorption, coincidence loss, back scattering and instrument 

efficiency. This was done by means of a standard curve (Appendix B, 

Counting Efficiency Curve). 
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The counting efficiency of the c14 standards was determined 

with the help of a calibration curve for self absorption (Appendix C), 

which was obtained by counting increasing amounts of BaC03 of known 

activity, according to the procedure outlined by Chase and Ranino

witz (17). An example of a sample count and the steps involved in 

determining its true total activity is given in the Appendix (Appen

dix D). 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Labeling of oats with carbon-14 

4.1.1 Short-term labeling experiment 

The short-time exposure of young, actively photosynthesizing, 

plants to c14o2 is a relatively simple and fast method of labeling 

plant tissues for tracer investigations, where uniformity of labeling 

is not required. Table 2 shows that large amounts of radiocarbon were 

incorporated into the above-ground parts of the plant within a short 

period of time. 

Table 2. Distribution of c14 after 32 hrs exposure of 26 day old 

oat plants to c14o2 

Radioactive 

components 

(a) Leaves and stalks 
(2.92 g O.D.Wt.) 

(b) Soil and root 
system 

(c) c14o2 left in 
atmosphere of 
chamber at end 
of experiment 

14Total C o2 released initially= 200JUC 

Radioactivity 
inpc 

172.28 

15.60* 

12.12 

%of total 
radioactivity 
released 

86.14 

7.80* 

6.06 

%of assimilated 
radioactivity 

(i.e. 187.88yc) 

91.70 

8.30* 

---

* Calculated by difference [Tot. Act. released -(a~c)] 
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The fact that over 90% of the total assimilated radiocarbon 

was found in the leaves and stalks, suggests that harvest of only the 

above-ground plant material is an efficient method of short-term 

labeling, and one which avoids the difficulties inherent in recovery 

of roots from soil. 

4.1.2 Long-term labeling experiment 

Several difficulties were encountered in the production of 

uniformly labeled plant material with high specific activity. The 

labeling was conducted in the greenhouse and control of the temperature 

inside the biosynthesis chamber presented a major problem. Although 

the air from this chamber was continually circulated and passed 

through a large cooling coil, packed in snow, the temperature varied 

greatly throughout the duration of the experiment (i.e. from a minimum 

of 22°C to a maximum of 40°C). These temperature differences caused 

strong fluctuations of relative humidity and pressure in the labeling 

system. Excess moisture condensed on the walls of the biosynthesis 

chamber, especially in the early mornings when the temperature was low. 

In later growth stages, this condensed moisture enhanced the development 

and spread of fungal diseases wherever the oat leaves came in contact 

with the walls of the chamber. These problems were overcome, in part, 

by tying the plants close together to prevent contact of the leaves with 

the moist glass walls and by absorbing excess moisture, collected at the 

bottom of the chamber, by means of a cotton wick connected to the soil. 
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Although the gas pressure in the biosynthesis chamber often 

rose to 1.03 atmospheres, the difference in pressure did not cause any 

leakage of radioactive gas. This is best illustrated in Table 3 by 

comparing the total amount of radioactivity released with the total 

amount of radioactivity recovered in the plant and soil system. The 

results from this experiment substantiate the previous observation 

that most of the assimilated c14 is retained in the green parts of the 

plant with little being transferred to the roots and the soil system. 

Table 3. Distribution of c14 in the oat plants and the soil system 

after 35 days of labeling 

y 
Radioactive 
components 

Total c14o2 released = 1500 JlC 

O.D. Weight 
in g 

Radioactivity 
in y.c 

Spec. 
Activity 
in )lC/gC 

%of total 
radioactivit 

Leaves and stalks 

Roots* 

Soil system 

10.02 

1.40 

3000.00 

1270.3 

113.2 

97.6 

300.6 

191.8 

---

85.8 

7.6 

6.6 

1481.1 

* roots removed by hand picking and dry sieving. 
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As shown in Table 3 the specific activity of the recovered 

roots was only 2/3 of that found in leaves and stalks. This differ

ence in specific activity can be partly attributed to the difference 

in relative growth rates between tops and roots. Harris (32) measured 

the root and the shoot growth for wheat on a weight basis and found 

that the top to root ratio widens from 2:1 at the Hboot 11 stage* to 

10:1 at maturity. Thus it is conceivable that a large proportion of 

the root material was already formed in the 15 day old oat plants at 

the start of the labeling experiment, while very little leaf material 

had developed at that age. 

Although the specific activity of the leaves and stalks was 

slightly above 300 Jlc/g tissue carbon, no visible signs of radiation 

damage, such as yellowing of the leaves or stunted growth, could be 

detected. The plants showed a normal growth behaviour throughout the 

duration of the experiment. Sauerbeck and Fuhr (78) observed that 

barley plants, grown at a specific activity of 300)1c/g tissue carbon, 

did not produce heads but kept on tillering and later the plants 

gradually turned yellow. Thus it appears that oats are less sensitive 

than barley to such radiation injury. 
14

The diurnal cycle of assimilation and respiration of C o2 

is shown in Figure 2. This cycle of carbon intake and respiration 

was characterized by a long period of net dissimilation, since the 

artificial illumination of the biosynthesis chamber with floodlight 

lamps from 2 PM to 10 PM was not intensive enough to extend the 

* Sheath of last leaf completely grown out, ear swollen but not yet 
visible. 
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short daily period of net assimilation normally observed during the 

month of February. 

The slow permanent fixation of radiocarbon into the plant 

tissues is indicated by the gradual decrease in the daily amounts of 

radioactivity respired after the initial generation and release of 

c14o2 (Fig. 2). 

4.2 The decomposition of plant and soil carbon 

The effect of addition of 1% (22.6 metric tons/hectare) 

young oat straw on the respiration of a soil with moderate organic 

matter content (Oxbow) and a soil with low organic matter content 

(Waitville) is shown in Figures 3 and 4. During incubation, carbon 

was lost as co2 from the added plant material and from the native 

soil organic matter. Since the oat straw, used in this decomposition 

study, was uniformly labeled with cl4, it was possible to subdivide 

the total co2-C evolved according to the source of carbon into 

11plant carbontt and "soil carbon11 • The great difference in magnitude 

between the evolution curves of "soil carbon" and ttcontrol carbon"* 

(Fig. 3 and 4) indicates that the addition of plant tissue resulted 

in a marked increase in the rate of mineralisation of native organic 

matter in both soils. During the first 65 days of incubation, the 

magnitude of this increment in mineralisation, due to organic amend

ment, was similar in both soils. 

* Carbon evolved from an unamended soil during incubation. 
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A comparison of the various co2 evolution curves illustrates 

that, after 65 days of incubation, the amended Waitville soil was 

closer to regaining equilibrium conditions than the amended Oxbow soil. 

Close comparison of the final slope of cumulative co2 evolution from 

the two unamended soils shows that the Oxbow soil has a greater 

respiratory power than the vlaitville soil. This can be attributed to 

the higher biological activity and the larger reservoir of organic 

matter in the chernozemic soil. Although the respirator,y power of 

these two soils was quite different, decomposition of the added plant 

tissue proceeded at essentially the same rate. 

The amounts of carbon mineralized from the plant material 

and the soil organic matter during the first 65 days of incubation are 

tabulated in Table 4. In both soils, the most rapid decomposition of 

the added plant tissue occurred during the first day of incubation; 

the maximum rate of breakdown of native soil organic matter was observed 

on the second day of incubation. This time lag is probably due to: 

(a) the greater availability of carbon from the added plant 

material and 

(b) the time required for production and excretion of the many 

enzymes necessary for the breakdown of more complex humic 

structures. 

The co2 evolution data from the control soil showed only a 

small increase in organic matter decomposition from the first to the 

second day of incubation whereas the rate of humus decomposition in 

the amended soils roughly doubled during this time interval. This 
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Table 4. Extent of carbon mineralisation and origin of the mineralized 

carbon in soils amended with c14 labeled oat tissue 

(all values in mg C/100 g soil) 

Incu
ba
tion 

inter
val 

Oxbow soil (3.01% C) 

Total Mineral-
mineral ized C 
isation originating 

from 

Pri
ming 
action* 

Waitville soil (1.51% C) 

Total }'1ineral
mineral ized C 
isation originating 

from 

Pri
ming 

!action* 

Days 

0-1 

Con
trol 
soil 

6.78 

Amend
ed 

soil 

59.28 

Plant 
tis
sue 

45.08 

Soil Iorg. 

Imat
ter 

l 
14.201 7.42 

l 

l 

Con
trol 
soil 

6.30 

Amend- Plant 
ed 1tis-

soil 1sue 
I 
I 

59.43 '48.41 

Soil 
org. 
mat
ter 

11.02 4.72 

1-2 9.84 56.64 29.01 27.63! 17.79 6.66 55.83 I 32.09 23.74 17.08 

2-3 4.56 24.36 15.09 9.27, 4.71 3.18 25.62 17.80 7.82 4.64 
l 

3-5 1.62 31.62 22.54 !9.081 7.46 1.26 25.56 21.36 4.20 2.94 

5-7 3.12 24.96 16.30 
I 

8.66 i 5.54 3.00 24.09 15.98 8.11 5.11 

7-10 6.36 33.24 19.89 13.351 6.99 2.88 31.23 21.38 9.85 6.97 

10-14 5.88 29.40 14.17 15.23} 9-35 4.62 29.13 18.52 10.61 5-99 

14-19 6.30 21.18 8.71 12.471 6.17 3.78 20.46 9.45 11.01 7.23 

19-28 10.26 23.70 . 12.89 10.811 0.55 4.38 18.72 12.64 6.08 1.70 

28-42 12.36 25.23 8.47 8.45 1.496.96 16.92111.72 13.511 1.15 
l ' 

42-65 6.22 12.925.40 19.14 7.523.8513.62 28.53 fll.06 17.47 

i 
~ 

80.70 358.14 48.42 326.13 1212.32 113.81206.46 151.68 t 70.98 

l 
li 

* Soil carbon mineralized from amended soil minus carbon mineralized from 
control soil 

0-65 65.39 
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would indicate that many of the extracellular enzymes, required for 

the initial attack of humic substances, probably originated from the 

large microbial population thriving on the dissimilation of readily 

available energy material in the added plant tissue. 

The extent of plant tissue mineralisation after 65 days of 

incubation was essentially equal in both soils. The experimental 

data showed a plant-C mineralisation of 49% in the Oxbow and 50% in 

the Waitville soil with the difference not being statistically 

significant (Table 5). The total mineralisation of 50% of the oat 

tissue in 65 days appears to be lower than that generally reported in 

the literature (69, 75). This relatively slow decomposition of the 

plant material can not be ascribed to a lack of microbial activity 

in these two soils, since the Oxbow as well as the Waitville soil 

showed a significant priming action (Table 4). One of the reasons 

for this difference between the mineralisation rate found in the 

present tracer investigation and those mineralisation rates reported 

from "conventional11 decomposition studies (nonisotopic methods) is 

the fact that in these "conventionaltt studies all carbon mineralized 

in excess of that from an unamended check soil is attributed to the 

decomposition of the added plant material. Thus, it is evident that 

decomposition studies with non-isotopic methods always overestimate 

the rate and extent of plant residue mineralisation in soil. Non

isotopic methods of evaluation, when applied to the present decomposi• 

tion study, indicated a mineralisation of 66% (or 277 mg C02-C) of 

the added oat tissue in both soils. This is considerably higher than 
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the actual mineralisation rate as measured qy tracer techniques 

(Table 5). 

Table 5. Comparison of tracer and non-tracer techniques in 

evaluating the extent of plant tissue mineralisation in 

the Oxbow and Waitville soils 

After 65 days of incubation After 222 days of incubation 

Plant carbon 
mineralized 
in mg/100 g 

soil 

Plant tissue 
mineralized 

in %of 
initial 

Plant carbon 
mineralized 
in mg/100 g 

soil 

Plant tissue 
mineralized 

in %of 
initial 

Oxbow 

Calculated 
with 
tracer 
data 

206.5 48.9 244.4 57·9 

Calculated 
without 
tracer 
data* 

277.4 65.? 359.0 85.1 

Calculated 
with 
tracer 
data 

212.3 50.3 

Waitville 

24?.6 58.? 

Calculated 
without 
tracer 
data* 

2?7.7 65.8 320.0 75.8 

* Total carbon evolved from amended soil minus carbon evolved from 
control. 
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The relatively narrow C/N ratio (27:1) and the immaturity 

of the added oat tissue eliminate a lack of decomposibility as a 

reason for the observed low rate of tissue mineralisation. Further

more, it is very unlikely that the addition of oat tissue exerted a 

depressant effect upon the activity of the zymogenic population, thus 

slowing down the rate of mineralisation. In a detailed study of the 

effect of various plant residues upon the biological activity of the 

soil flora,Stevenson (92) found that the addition of 8 weeks old oat 

tissue caused a very strong stimulation of the zymogeneous microflora. 

The decomposing oat tissue was more effective than any other plant 

residue in increasing the number of soil bacteria and the metabolic · 

activity of the whole microflora. 

'rhe high addition rate of plant material (22.6 metric tons 

/hectare or 10 tons/acre) and the presence of considerable amounts of 

native soil organic matter in both soils provide one explanation for 

the observed slow rate of tissue mineralisation. Tracer investigations 

by Hallam and Bartholomew (31) have shown that the amount of plant 

tissue added has a marked influence upon the percentage of plant 

material decomposed. High rates of addition resulted in a low 

percentage of mineralisation. 

The influence of the organic matter content of soils upon 

the decomposition of added plant residues is such that the rate of 

tissue mineralisation generally increases with a decrease in the 

amount of soil organic matter present. Thus, Datta and Goswami (20) 

found the mineralisation of labeled oats, added at a rate of 3 tons 

/acre to a mineral soil with very low organic matter content (0.52%C), 
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to be virtually complete after 45 days of incubation, while Stotzky 

and IYlortensen (96) observed a mineralisation of only 26% 

of labeled young rye tissue when added to a muck soil (44.5%C) at a 

rate of 3.4 tons/acre and incubated for the same length of time. 

From tracer data, it was calculated that only 58% of the 

added plant carbon was actually mineralized in the Oxbow and only 

59% in the w·aitville soil during 222 days of incubation. Non-isotopic 

methods of evaluation would indicate that 85% of the added tissue had 

been mineralized in the Oxbow and 76dfo in the ~·J'aitville soil during the 

same time interval (Table 5). Thus, isotopic measurements clearly 

indicate that co2 evolution from plant residues has often been consid

erably over-estimated while the dissimilation of soil humus and its 

susceptibility to microbial attack have usually been underestimated. 

The carbon balance sheet (Table 6) shows that both amended 

soils have retained the same amount of carbon after 65 days of 

incubation, when this retention is expressed as net gain of total 

carbon over the carbon content of the incubated control soil. However, 

when the gain in total carbon is considered in relation to the initial 

soil carbon content, then the two soils differ markedly in their carbon 

retention. 

The maintenance of a positive carbon balance, even after long 

periods of incubation, could have been expected in this experiment. 

It is very unlikely that the unusually high addition of tissue carbon 

(422 mg C/100 g soil), amounting to 14% and 28% of the soil carbon 

present in the Oxbow and Waitville soil, prior to amendment, could have 
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been completely mineralized while an accelerated breakdmrm of soil 

humus occurred simultaneously. 

Table 6. Carbon balance sheet for amended and nonamended soils 

(all values in mg C/100 g soil) 

After 222 days of incubationIAfter 6 5 days of incubation 
I 

Il lTreat- Initial Soil Total !Net 
ment carbon Icarbon i carbon 1 carbon 

SoilNetSoil j Soil I Total 
carboncarbon carbon l gain* 

content 
gain 

lost remain- Iremainr?main-1 lost Iremain- I 
. I ing1 ~ng ~ng 1 ingl! 

1 t I ~ 

l, 

Black Chernozemic Soil (Oxbow) 

Control 
soil 3006 2925 81 2925 2667 339 2667 

Soil 

"* tissue 3428 2854 152 3070 145 2552 454 2730 63 

Grey Wooded Soil (~Jaitville) 

Control 
soil 1506 1458 48 1458 1381 125 1381 

Soil 
... 

tissue 1928 1392 114 1602 144 1309 197 1483 102 

* Net gain of total carbon in amended soil as compared to carbon content 
of incubated control soil. 



The net gains of total carbon obtained in this decomposition 

study agree well with the data reported from other incubation 

experiments with labeled plant residues. The relatively small amount 

of soil carbon mineralized from the amended Waitville between the 

65th and the 222nd day of incubation (83 mg C) suggests that the 

Waitville soil had approached equilibrium conditions and that the net 

gain of carbon obtained after 222 days would persist longer than the 

small gain shown in the--still actively decomposing--Oxbow soil. These 

findings lead to the conclusion that, with regard to maintenance of soil 

organic matter, equal additions of plant material cause considerably 

higher and more lasting gains of organic matter in soils with low humus 

content as compared to humus-rich soils. 

A radioactivity balance for the amended soils after 65 days 

of incubation is presented in Table 7. All tabulated figures represent 

the average of duplicate determinations on two replicate treatments 

per soil. The analytical data show good agreement between the amount 

of radioactivity added and the sum of the evolved and retained radio

activity. Since measurement of the loss and measurement of the 

retention of radiocarbon were based on two different criteria (i.e. 

cumulative measurement of c14o2 respired and single measurement--by 

dry combustion--of c14 retained in soil) and since, upon addition, they 

still showed good recovery of the total radioactivity, the same 

conclusion can be arrived at using either procedure. Hence both 

methods, the direct or the indirect determination, were found to be 

reliable in assessing the amount of radioactivity lost when labeled 

plant residues were decomposing in soil for long periods of time. 
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For long-term decomposition studies, however, it seems 

preferable to measure the loss of radioactivity indirectly by dry 

combustion of the amended soil. The use of this method eliminates 

the need for complicated, individual respiration trains and for 

numerous titrative measurements of co2 evolution. 

Table 7. Radioactivity balance sheet for 65 day incubation of 

amended soils 

Radioactivity in pc /100 g soil 

Oxbow Waitville 

(a) Total radioactivity 
added to soil with 
1.00 g C-14 labeled 
oat tissue 126.74 126.74 

(b) Radioactivity evolved 
as c14o2 during 
incubation 62.06 6).83 

(c) Radioactivity left 
in soil after 
incubation 62.06 62.07 

(d) b -i c 124.12 125.90 

Total radioactivity 
experimentally recovered 
as %of initial 
radioactivity (a) 97-93% 99.33% 



4.3 The decomposition of unrecovered root material 

Incubation of the Oxbow soil, which had grown oats during 

the long-term labeling and from which most roots had been removed by 

hand picking, furnished interesting information concerning the 

persistence of fine rootlets and root exudates in soil. Almost 

complete mineralisation of these labeled organic residues occurred 

simultaneously with an unusually low rate of mineralisation of native 

soil organic matter (unlabeled material). From the observed difference 

in mineralisation rates it can be concluded that a large proportion of 

this unrecovered root material consisted of root exudates (amino acids 

and sugars) which were rapidly metabolised by the soil microflora. 

This conclusion is also supported by the work of Subba-Rao, 

Bidwell and Bailey (97). These workers exposed plants to c14o2 

and subsequently found appreciable amounts of radioactivity in soil 

eluates, which indicates that carbon fixed in photosynthesis must 

have passed out of the roots into the soil. Some of the radioactivity 

was released from the soil by alcohol extraction only and this 

fraction is considered to have been fixed in soil microorganisms as 

a result of their metabolic activity. 

This incubation experiment also provided information concern

ing the quantitative recovery of roots from the soil. Since most of 

the labeled organic compounds left in the soil, at the end of the 

labeling experiment, after dr,y sieving and hand picking of roots must 

have consisted of fine rootlets, root hairs and root exudates it is 

possible to assess the amount of unrecovered root material by 
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dividing the total radioactivity retained in soil (Table 8) with 

the specific activity of the recovered roots (i.e. 97.5JUc/3000 g 

soil: 191.8JUc/g root-C = 0.509 g tissue-Cor 1.21 g O.D. root 

material). Thus it was found that 46.3~ of the tracer carbon which 

had previously been fixed and trans-located into the subsurface was 

left in the soil, while a little over half of the root material was 

harvested by simple techniques such as d~ sieving and hand picking. 

The disposition of this remaining tracer carbon in rootlets, micro

bial bodies and soil humus was not known. 

Table 8. Decomposition of organic matter during incubation of 

Oxbow soil from labeling experiment 

Length of incubation 

Radioactivity retained 
in;uc/100 g soil 

Loss of radioactivity in 
~ of initial content 

Carbon content of soil 
in % 

Loss of soil carbon in 
mg co2-C/lOO g soil 

0 days 

3-25 

0 

2.667 

0 

65 days 

1.95 

I 
I40 
I 
I 
~ 

2.586 ~ 

81 

222 days 

0.45 

86 

2.448 

219 
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4.4 The priming effect of plant tissue additions 

The priming effect, which refers to an accelerated mineral

isation of native soil organic matter in the presence of fresh plant 

tissues, is tabulated in Table 4 for the several time intervals 

measured during the first 65 days of incubation. The priming action 

is expressed as mg carbon mineralized from the native organic matter 

of the amended soil in excess of the amount mineralized simultaneously 

from the control soil. 

In the Oxbow as well as in the W"aitville soil this priming 

action occurred at a maximum rate during the second day of incubation. 

At this time the amount of carbon released due to priming was about 

twice as high as the amount of carbon mineralized from the unamended 

soil. From the second to the third day of incubation the rate of 

priming dropped sharply; thereafter it decreased slowly from interval 

to interval but the priming effect remained highly significant. In 

fact, the initial flush of microbial activity, following the incorpor

ation of readily available plant residues, accelerated the mineralisa

tion of native soil carbon so much that after two weeks of incubation 

the decomposition rate of humus exceeded that of plant tissue. About 

40% of the added tissue carbon was mineralized by, this time (Table 4) 

and thus it is likely that the further development of a large 

zymogeneous flora was hampered by an increasing shortage of readily 

decomposable plant substrate. 

After three weeks of incubation the rate of priming decreased 

considerably and in the later stages of incubation the stimulating 
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effect upon the mineralisation of native soil carbon was less and less 

pronounced. Evidence for the relatively short duration of strong 

priming is given by the fact that after only two weeks of incubation 

83% and 73% of the total 11prirningtt carbon, evolved in 65 days, was 

already mineralized from the amended Oxbow and \IJaitville soils 

respectively. From these data it can be concluded that priming seems 

to affect primarily the readily available soil carbon, presumably such 

compounds as amino acids, peptides and amino sugars. Data, presented 

by Paul and Tu (64), showing a close correlation between the amount of 

soluble amino-compounds present after various physical treatments of 

an Oxbow soil and the amount of co2 evolved from this soil during a 

short period of incubation, lend further support to this conclusion. 

Although there was little difference between the Oxbow and 

Waitville soil with regard to the total amount of soil carbon mineral

ized in excess of the control during 65 days of incubation (being 71 

and 65 mg C respectively), the native organic matter of the two soils 

differed markedly in its susceptibility to priming. This difference 

becomes more noticeable when the amount of carbon evolved due to 

priming is compared to the amount of carbon evolved from the control 

soil on a percentage basis. Thus the total "priming" carbon of the 

amended Oxbow soil was equal to 88% of the amount of carbon mineralized 

from the control, whereas the total "priming" carbon from the amended 

Waitville soil amounted to 135% of the carbon evolution from the 

control. 

Although the priming action, exerted by the presence of fresh 

plant tissues, was most effective during the first two weeks of incu
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bation and decreased sharply thereafter it did not disappear completely 

or become insignificant in later stages of incubation. A stimulated 

breakdown of native organic matter in the amended soils was observed 

throughout the duration of the 222 day incubation experiment. The 

significance of this priming effect is perhaps best demonstrated by 

the fact that the total amount of native soil carbon mineralized in 

222 days from the amended Oxbow soil (i.e. 454 mg) was roughly twice 

as high as the total amount of carbon mineralized from the decomposing 

oat tissue (i.e. 244 mg). 

Cumulative figures, however, tend to conceal changes in the 

intensity of priming, as these changes occur with extended incubation. 

In Table 9 the cumulative data, representing various aspects of the 

priming effect, are therefore broken up into two major incubation 

periods. Relative to its initial content of soil organic matter, the 

amended Waitville soil lost considerably more native organic matter in 

the first 65 days due to priming (i.e. 4.4% lost) than the amended 

Oxbow soil (i.e. 2.4% lost). However, this trend is slowly reversed in 

the later stages of incubation. As shown in Table 9 the priming effect 

tapered off much earlier in the Waitville soil than it did in the Oxbow. 

In the Oxbow soil the average rate of humus mineralisation attributable 

to priming dropped from 0.036% S.O.M! per day during the first 65 days 

to 0.009% S.O.M. per day during the last 157 days, i.e. a 4:1 decrease 

in rate; while the average rate in the amended Waitville dropped from 

0.067% S.O.M. per day to 0.003% S.O.l-1. per day, i.e. a drop of 22:1. 

This striking decrease of priming action in the amended Waitville soil 

strongly indicates that the lfbiological equilibrium" of this soil which 

* s.o.M. = soil organic matter 
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had been disturbed by the addition of fresh plant tissue, was almost 

completely reestablished in this humus-poor soil after 65 days of 

incubation. Priming was much longer effective in the humus-rich 

Oxbow soil. It appears, that in spite of a persistently active soil 

carbon turnover, the amended Oxbow had still not completed the process 

of readjustment to its biological equilibrium after 222 days of 

incubation. 

Table 9. Extent and persistence of priming effect due to addition 

of 1% plant tissue to soil 

Oxbow Waitville 
I 

Incubation period 
in days 

0-65 65-222 
i 

0-222 1 

I 

0-65 65-222 0-222 

Total loss of native 
s.o.M. as %of 
initial content 5-05 10.04 15.09 ?.56 5.56 13.12 

Loss of S.O.:H. due 
to priming as %of 
initial s.o.!-1. 2.37 1.44 3.81 4.35 0.4? 4.82 

s.o.M. lost due to 
priming as %of 
total soil-C 
mineralized 

s. o. r-1. 
mineralized in 
presence of 
plant tissue as 
%of 
mineralisation 
by control 

46.8 

18?.7 

14.4 

117.0 

25.3 

133.8 

I 
57.5I 

\ 
! 

i 

I
I 
!

l 234.7 

8.6 

109.4 

36.? 

157.9 
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The longer persistence of priming action in the amended Oxbow 

soil can probably be attributed to the presence of a larger and more 

active autochthonous microflora in this humus-rich soil. This was 

confirmed qy the observation of growth of fungal mycelium on the 

surface of the soil during the last 30 days of incubation. Further 

evidence for statistically significant differences between the size of 

the autochthonous population of the Oxbow and the Waitville soil was 

obtained in an earlier long-term incubation study with unamended 

samples.* It was found that considerable qualitative and quantitative 

changes of the microflora occurred during 300 days of incubation. 

These changes were characterized by: 

(a) a large decrease in the total number of bacteria in both soils, 

(b) an increase in the number of actinomycetes in the Oxbow 

concurrent with a decrease of these organisms in the 

Waitville soil, 

(c) a small decrease in the total number of fungi in both soils 

occurring simultaneously with a very large increase in the 

number of phycomycetes in the Oxbow and a moderate increase 

in the number of these fungi in the Waitville soil. 

These results strongly suggest that the autochthonous micropopulation 

of the Oxbow soil is largely comprised of actinomycetes and phycomycetes. 

The increase in the number of phycomycetes, such as Mucor~·' Pythium 

~· and Rhizopus ~., after extended periods of incubation was quite 

unexpected, since this group of fast-growing fungi has always been 

* Unpublished data. University of Saskatchewan. V. 0. Biederbeck. 



considered to constitute the primary saprophytic sugar fungi which 

dominate the initial stage of fungal succession on decomposing plant 

residues (27). Further identification of the fungal flora in the 

incubated Oxbow and Waitville soil also revealed an abundance of 

species of the genera Penicillium, Aspergillus, Trichoderma and 

Chaetomium, which have been reported to be capable of utilizing humic 

substrates (52, 104). 

In the discussion of the role of priming in the turnover of 

soil organic matter it should be pointed out that a large proportion 

of the so-called 11native organic matter", which was mineralized after 

addition of fresh plant material to soil, must have consisted of 

undecomposed tissues (straw and root particles, dead microbial cells), 

i.e. organic matter of a non-humic nature present in soil prior to 

amendment. In order to estimate this amount of unhumified organic 

matter unincubated samples of both soils were subjected to a flotation 

test. The results showed that 6.5% of the total organic matter of the 

Oxbow, and 8.5% in the case of the Waitville, could be floated off as 

undecomposed material. Thus it is not possible to attribute all the 

soil carbon mineralized during 222 days of incubation, 'Which amounted 

to 15.1% of the S.O.M. of the Oxbow and 13.1% of the S.O.M. of the 

Waitville (Table 9), to the decomposition of unhumified residues. In 

fact, these non-humic materials could only account for the amount of 

carbon mineralized from the unamended check soil. 

As mentioned before, it appears very likely that most of the 

humus carbon mineralized due to priming was released from the 
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hydrolysable portion of soil humus (16). This "excess mineralisationtt 

amounted to 3.8% of the initial content of soil organic matter in the 

amended Oxbow and to 4.8% in the Waitville soil (Table 9). The fact 

that priming accounted for 37% of the total soil carbon mineralized 

from the Waitville, but only for 25% of the soil carbon released from 

the Oxbow, therefore, constitutes further evidence for a more rapid 

turnover of carbon in the organic matter pool of the grey wooded soil. 

The considerable loss of native organic matter due to the 

priming effect of plant residue additions, as observed in this 

laboratory experiment, is not likely to occur to the same extent under 

normal field conditions. Tracer studies with undisturbed soil 

columns in the laboratory (16) and field experiments with C
14 

( 4 3) 

have shown that relatively little priming does occur when soils are 

supplemented with organic residues under more natural conditions. It 

is therefore possible to conceive that the strong priming effect 

observed in the present incubation study with the Oxbow and Waitville 

soil is largely due to an ttartifacttt, because the natural soil 

structure was repeatedly disturbed in collecting and mixing the 100 g 

samples thus increasing aeration and microbial activity of the soil 

mass. 

4.5 The dynamics of soil organic matter as indicated by carbon and 

nitrogen transformations 

Although only a little over half of the added plant carbon was 
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mineralized after 222 days, it is very unlikely that any significant 

amount of this plant tissue was left unattacked by the soil microflora. 

It is difficult to visualize that some of this young succulent oat 

tissue could have remained unaltered in its original structure after 

such a long period of incubation in a soil with high biological activ

ity. Consequently one can assume that all the added plant carbon must 

have undergone one or more transformations during incubation in soil. 

In the course of the initial breakdown and subsequent trans

formations, mediated by a large and vigorous microbial population, the 

plant-derived carbon followed four main pathways: 

(a) the largest proportion of plant carbon was metabolized and 

evolved as co2 

(b) some of the remaining plant carbon was immobilized in 

microbial bodies as cell carbon, 

(c) another considerable part of the unmineralized plant carbon 

was probably incorporated into the "activett or hydrolysable 

fraction of soil humus, in form of nitrogeneous intermediates 

(mainly amino acids and amino sugars) released to the soil 

during microbial degradation of plant tissues and during 

recombination of certain decomposition products, 

(d) some of the carbon, contained in the more resistant plant 

constituents, remained in the soil as partially attacked 

lignin, pigments, etc. 

Strong evidence for the transformation of large amounts of 

labeled plant carbon into microbial tissue carbon was presented by 
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several workers investigating the "soil biomasstt (40, 86). The 

incorporation of a considerable portion of the plant-derived carbon 

into the hydrolysable fractions of soil humus has been repeatedly 

demonstrated with tracer studies (41, 84, 91, 18). 

Carbon dating has shown that the hydrolysable portion of soil 

humus has a mean residence time which is extremely short, in fact, it 

is only a fraction of the age of the non-hydrolysable humus (14). Thus 

it appears that the humus hydrolysate plays the dominant role in the 

turnover of carbon within the soil organic matter pool. This lends 

support to the conclusion that the native soil carbon released due to 

priming must have been derived from this small fraction of 11active" 

humus, especially in the case of the Oxbow soil where the composite 

humus dated 940 years. The humic acid hydrolysate, which probably 

represents the major component of the ttactive" soil humus, has been 

shown to contain large amounts of amino acids and amino sugars (91, 95) 

besides lesser quantities of amides and nucleic acids (19) thus giving 

it a C/N ratio of 5:1 (14). 

A large portion of this nitrogen-rich fraction of soil 

humus was probably attacked and mineralized by the very active 

microflora during the initial phase of strong priming. Only a 

small fraction of the total amount of metabolized humus nitrogen 

would be required for the synthesis of microbial protoplasm (with a 

C/N ratio of 10:1), whil~ the remainder would probably be excreted 

as excess nitrogen. Thus, considerable amounts of inorganic nitrogen 

must have accumulated in the soil after a few days of incubation. 

Since the absence of growing plants eliminated the competition 
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for nitrogen by plant roots, this mineral nitrogen would be fully 

available to all microorganisms involved in plant residue and humus 

decomposition. The excess soil nitrogen, released due to priming, may 

have exerted a plant carbon "sparing" effect. This would explain the 

relatively low extent of oat tissue mineralisation observed in the 

amended Oxbow and Waitville soils. In a study of the influence of 

nitrogen on the decomposition of crop residues in Prairie soils,Lueken 

~ al. (49) obtained results which lend strong support to the possible 

existence of a plant carbon "sparingtr effect. They found that more of 

the added organic carbon was retained in incubated soils When the level 

of inorganic soil nitrogen was high, especially when large amounts of 

plant tissue were added. From this observation they concluded that, 

11under field conditions in Western Canada mineralisation of soil 

organic matter, especially in a summerfallow rotation, probably supplies 

adequate nutrients for residue decomposition and for growth of the 

following crop". 

The quantities of plant and soil nitrogen actually recovered 

as mineral nitrogen from the amended and the unamended Oxbow and 

Waitville soils after the two major periods of incubation are presented 

in Table 10 under the heading ttmeasured" N03-N. The respective 

quantities of plant and soil nitrogen which theoretically must have 

undergone mineralisation during these two incubation periods (as calcu

lated from the carbon mineralisation data and known C/N ratios, Table 1), 

are presented in Table 10 as 11calculatedtt mineral nitrogen. 
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Table 10. Plant and soil nitrogen released during incubation 

All values inpg N03-N/g soil 

Oxbow 

65 days 222 days 

cal mea cal mea 
culated sured culated sured 

(a) 
N mineralized 
from added 
plant 76 - 90 -
residues 

(b) 
N mineralized 
from S.O.M. 
in amended 130 - 388 -
soil 

(c) 
N required to 
reduce C/N 
ratio of re
maining plant 104 - 86 -
residue 
from 27.1:1 
to 11.7:1*** 

(d) 
Total mineral 
N left in 102 174 392 358 
amended soil* 

(e) 
N mineralized 
from control 69 60 290 218 
soil 

(f) 
N mineralized 
from S.O.M. 61 - 98 -due to priming** 

Waitville 

65 days 222 days 

cal mea cal mea
culated sured culated sured 

78 - 92 -

89 - 155 -

88 - 73 -

79 146 174 216 

38 36 98 84 

51 - 57 -

* d = (a-.b) - c 
**f = b - e 
*** In the case of the amended Waitville soil the C/N ratio was reduced to 

12.7:1 
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The measured amounts of N0 -N tabulated in Table 10 are assumed to give
3

a fair representation of the total amounts of mineral nitrogen present 

after various incubation periods. Earlier investigations on nitrifi

cation have shown that an accumulation of significant amounts of NH4-N 

and N02-N could not have occurred during incubation of these soils (57). 

After 65 days of incubation some reduction in the C/N ratio of 

the remaining plant residues had occurred in both soils, but this ratio 

was still relatively high compared to that of soil humus as indicated 

by the large quantities of measured N0 -N. Since the amounts of N03-N,3

measured after 65 days, were considerably higher than expected (i.e. 

calculated amounts) it can be concluded that most of the humus-N 

mineralized during this period of strong priming must have been derived 

from the nitrogen-rich "active 11 fraction of soil humus which has been 

shown to have a C/N ratio of 5:1 (14). 

After 222 days of incubation the differences between calculated 

and measured N03-N have become much smaller in the amended soils. These 

differences may even fall within the possible range of experimental 

errors. This better agreement between the expected and the measured 

amounts of mineral nitrogen implies that after 222 days the C/N ratio of 

the remaining humified oat residues has closely approached that of the 

native soil organic matter (i.e. 11.7:1). 

A large proportion of the nitrogen mineralized in the amended 

soils was released from soil organic matter due to the priming action 

of the plant tissue additions. After 65 days of incubation the amount 

of humus-N mineralized due to priming was equal to or even higher than 
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the amount of soil-N mineralized in the absence of labeled plant 

residues (Table 10). Thus priming contributed greatly to the immediate 

fertility level of the amended soils. 

Some of the inorganic nitrogen could have been lost to the 

atmosphere due to microbial denitrification, but these gaseous losses 

were insignificant as compared to the large denitrification losses 

(i.e. 25 - 30%) obtained earlier in pot experiments with the same soils 

under growing plants (26). In the present incubation experiment 

denitrification was probably low due to better aeration of the shallow 

soil samples. 

A considerable amount of the mineralized humus-N was probably 

complexed with intermediate plant decomposition products and later 

incorporated into the hydrolysable portion of soil humus. The exist

ence of such complexing reactions between carbohydrates and mineralized 

humus-N was clearly demonstrated by Macura, Szolnoki and Vancura (51). 

Shortly after the addition of cl4 labeled glucose to a soil with very 

low inorganic nitrogen content they found considerable amounts of 

labeled amino acids and amino sugars in the leachate of the incubated 

soil. 

The level of inorganic nitrogen in soil is partly a function 

of the amount of carbon present in the form of readily available energy 

material. Thus it is likely that a large portion of the mineralized 

humus nitrogen in the amended soils has undergone transformation from 

an available to an unavailable form, after 65 days of incubation, as it 

was worked over and assimilated by numerous microorganisms. After 222 
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days, however, decomposition had slowed down and as equilibrium condi

tions were reestablished large quantities of the previously immobilized 

soil nitrogen were remineralized due to the dissimilation of consider

able amounts of protein contained in dead bodies of the zymogenic 

population. This would explain the great increase in nitrate accumu

lation which occurred in the later stages of incubation (Table 10). 

The apparent transformations of plant and soil nitrogen, as 

indicated by analytical results (i.e. C/N ratio, total N, and N03-N), 

are in keeping with the transformations of plant and soil carbon, as 

previously shown with the help of tracer data. These biological 

transformations of carbon and nitrogen thus suggest the following 

interpretation of the dynamics of soil organic matter turnover in an 

organically amended soil: 

The addition of a large quantity of readily decomposable 

plant tissue caused a severe disturbance of the 11dynamic 

equilibrium" (i.e. balance between build-up and breakdown of 

humus) of the soil, resulting in a strong initial stimulation 

of microbial attack and mineralisation of the ttactive" humus 

(priming). As incubation proceeded, more and more of the 

microbially transformed plant carbon (probably after complex

ing with previously mineralized humus-N) entered into the 

"active" portion of soil humus (plant-C sparing). No con

siderable net gains in total carbon, attributable to the 

addition of tissue carbon, were obtained (Table 6) after 

222 days as equilibrium conditions were gradually reestab

lished in both soils. The microbially mediated reactions, 
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undergone by the organic matter during incubation, therefore, 

represent in essence an exchange of carbon in the hydrolysable 

or ''active" soil humus. It appears that an exchange of almost 

equal quantities of mineralized humus carbon (released during 

phase I, i.e. period of strong "primingu action) against 

carbon derived from decomposing plant constituents (incorporated 

during phase II, i.e. period of plant-C ttsparing" effect) 

occurred during long-term incubation of these amended soils. 

Large quantities of nitrogen were left in inorganic form at the 

end of incubation, in spite of the apparent reincorporation of consider

able amounts of mineralized plant and soil nitrogen into organic com

ponents of the nitrogen-rich ttactiveu humus fraction. The amounts of 

N03-N, which had accumulated during 222 days of incubation, ranged from 

a minimum of 188 kg /ha in the unamended 1-faitville to a maximum of 

600 kg/ha in the amended Oxbow soil (calculated from data in Table 10). 

Considerably more plant-available nitrogen, than the amount required 

for growth of a subsequent crop, remained in all incubated soils. 

vJith increasing length of incubation the C/N ratio of all 

soils narrowed significantly. A marked difference between the grey 

wooded and the chernozemic soil was observed in the rate of change of 

their C/N ratios. During the early part of the incubation the narrow

ing tendency was considerably stronger in the Waitville, than it was in 

the Oxbow soil (Appendix E). This difference constitutes further 

evidence for a more rapid turnover of organic matter and an earlier 
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reestablishment of equilibrium conditions in the vJ.aitville soil. 

The use of c14-labeled plant material in this incubation 

study has made it possible to confirm, on a short-term basis, the 

different dynamics of soil organic matter which carbon dating analyses 

had shown to exist, on a long-term basis, in a chernozemic and a grey 

wooded soil. 
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Table I. Counting data for c standards 

r·-··
l Standard 
i No. 

l 
'---r-·

Total O.D. 
t~t ; of Baco3on planchet 
in mg 

------
Total acti O.D.Wt. Total Hean Mean 
vity added 
from stock 
solution* 

in)lC 

of 
Baco3 2in mg/cm 

counts 
(2 X 10 

min.) 

uncorrected 
count 

in cpm 

corrected 
count 

in cpm 

·------~-------------------------,---'--- " ~'------------------------~-------------------~-------------------~ 

sl 26.0 0.00901 4.9 
8,614 
8,406 851 831 

+ 
- 9.3 

s2 

83 

84 

48.0 

65.0 

72.9 

0.01802 

0.03604 

0.05406 

9.1 

12.2 

13.7 

11,776 
11,878 

12,904 
13,040 

13,278 
13,404 

1,183 

1,297 

1,334 

+
1,161 - 11.0 

+1,277 - 11.5 

1,311 : 11.6 

p;:. 
!-"C) 
'"CIt:cj
§ 
~ 

0 

$ 

35 99.3 0.07208 18.7 
12,882 
13 '051,.. 1,297 1,297 

+ 
- 11.5 

86 147.0 0.10812 27.7 
12,507 
12,383 1}244 1,224: 11.2 

87 234.0 0.14416 44.1 
11,250 
11,312 1,128 +1,108- 10.7 

* Specific activity of Na2c14o3 stock solution was 9.01 ~c/ml 
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Table II. 

ISt=d~d 
l' 
L_ 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

Total O.D. 
Wt. of BaC03 
on planchet 
in mg 

26.0 

48.0 

65.0 

72.9 

99.3 

J47.0 

234.0 

No:rmali§3ltiqn of c14 standards of varzin~ rna.§.§_ 

-~-,..-..-....· 

Normalized Normalized 
total specific 

activity activity* 
in cpm in cpm/mg 

831 32.0 

~ 
1-·cJ

1,536 32.0 ~ 
9 '-.() 
H ....... 

2,083 32.0 ~ 

0 

2,333 32.0 

3,188 32.1 

4,726 32.1 

7,537 32.2 

Observed 
activity 
in cpm 

831 

1,161 

1,277 

1,311 

1,275 

1,224 

1,108 

Apparent 
specifi.c 
nct.ivity 

in cpm/mg 

32.0 

24.2 

19.6 

18.0 

12.8 

8.3 

4.7 

Percent 
of normal 
activity 

100 

75.6 

61.3 

56.2 

40.0 

25.9 

J4.7 

normalized tote.l activity* Normalized specific activity = 
mass of sample 
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APPENDIX D 

~alculation of a sample coun~ 

(a) Objective: To determine the true total radioactivity evolved 

as C14o2 , over a certain length of time, from an 

incubated soil which was amended with c14 labeled 

plant material. 

(b) Example: The amended Waitville soil from respiration train 

No. 5 and the third incubation period (24 hours) 

was chosen as an example. 

(c) Procedure: Precipitation of the absorbed carbon dioxide with 

an excess of Bacl2 and subsequent titration of the 

residual base (NaOH) in the absorption flask showed 

that 27.54 mg of soil and plant derived C02-C had 

been absorbed. Therefore, 452.5 mg Baco3 (i.e. 

27.54 x 16.43) were contained in the absorption 

flask. 

The total volume of the Baco3 suspension was made up 

to 400 ml with distilled water. The suspension was 

stirred well and a 10 ml portion of it was pipetted 

into a glass beaker. Since the specific activity 

of this BaC03 suspension was very high, 6.1 ml of 

O.lM Na2c12o3 and 15 ml of 0 • .5!;·1 BaCl2 (amounts 

equivalent to 120 mg Bac12o3) were added to the 
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Baco3 suspension in the glass beaker to obtain isotopic dilution. 

Then the suspension was transferred from the beaker to a chimney 

funnel and the BaC03 was plated onto fibre glass and steel filter 

discs. After air-drying the planchet was set in a copper sample pan 

and placed in the sample holder of the detector unit. Then the 

isotopically diluted Baco3 sample was counted twice for five minutes 

and the following counting data were obtained: 

Total counts = 11627 and 11780 

Mean. uncorrected count = 2341 cpm 

Background count = 21 cpm 

Mean background-corrected count = 2320 cpm 

After the counting, the Baco3 deposit and the planchet were oven-dried 

(24 hours at 105°C) and weighed: 

5. 5887 g O.D.Wt. of steel disc -1!- fibre disc -it· BaC03 deposit 

-5.4610 g O.D.Wt. of steel disc ~ fibre disc 

0.1277 g o.n.-wt. of total counted BaC03 

or 127.7 mg 

Amounts of Na2c12o3 and BaCl2, equal to those used for 

isotopic dilution, were precipitated and filtered onto steel planchets. 

The average oven-dry weight of these deposits, representing the amount 

of stable Baco added, was 114.3 mg. Therefore, the actual amount of
3 

BaC03 from the original suspension present, when counted, was: 

127.7 mg - 114.3 mg = 13.4 mg. 
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The thickness of the BaC03 deposit, when counted, was: 

127.70 mg = 24.0 mg/cm2 
5.31 cm2 * 

The counting efficiency curve (Appendix B) shows that the instrument 

efficiency for counting of c14 in solid samples of BaC03 at a thickness 

of 24.0 mg/cm2 is 0.610%. Thus, the background-corrected count of 

2320 cpm, which was obtained earlier, represented only 0.61% of the 

true count rate of the counted BaC03 deposit. 

The true count (i.e. at 100% counting efficiency) of the 

13.4 mg of BaC03, taken from the original suspension, was: 

2320 cpm
-------- x 100% = 380327 dpm (i.e. disintegra

0.61% 
tions per minute). 

By definition 1 mpc of radioactivity = 2220 dpm. 

The true radioactivity of the 13.4 mg Baco3 from the 

original suspension was, therefore: 

380327 dpm 
= 171.32 IYJlC

2220 dpm 

Since only 13.4 mg out of a total of 452.5 mg Baco3 (i.e. original 

suspension) were counted, the true total radioactivity, evolved during 

the 24 hour incubation period, was: 

171. 32 r:;pc x 452 • 5 mg = 5785 ry.tc
13.4 mg 

or 5. 785 yc. 

* The area of the planchet which was covered by the Baco deposit was
2 3

5.31 cm
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The amount of plant carbon mineralized during this time 

interval can be calculated by dividing the amount of true total 

radioactivity evolved (as c14o2) with the specific activity of the 

added plant material: 

= 0.0192 g plant-C 
300.620Jlc/g carbon 

or 19.2 mg plant-C. 



Change of G/N ratio during incubation of amended and unamended soil~ 
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Before incu~io~~After 65 days of incubation! After 222 days of~:ubati~~~ 
________.....___....j-<-- _ I ! I 

Soil and 
treatment 

Oxbow soil 
+ 1% oat 
tissue 

Oxbow control 
(soil only) 

Waitville soil 
+ 1% oat 
tissue 

Waitvil1e 
control 
(soil only) 

Total 
carbon 
in % 

3.428 

3.006 

1.928 

1.506 

Total C/N 
nitrogen ratio 

• olJ.n /o 
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